Let Dn be a punctured disk with n-l holes and let M be a separable 2-manifold. Let/: Dn-^>M be a map which is an embedding of the boundary dDn of 7>". with the fundamental groups as we paste together one pair of disks at a time. If we bring together two components of N then we get the free product of their fundamental groups. If we paste together disks on the same component then we add a new generator and no relations. In neither case does G become null homotopic.
0/ simple loops contains G araá bounds an embedded punctured disk in M.
This was proved in [l] for w=l, and in [2] for w = l, 2 when M is closed and orientable.
Proof. We assume n>l. Observe that GW • • • UC" is a boundary in the mod 2 homology of M. Thus any C< is homologous to Uj>í,-Cj. If d were a generating loop of a handle or a Mobius band in M not meeting any other Cj, then it would generate a direct summand of the first homology group with Ujy¡ C, in the complementary summand. In particular each d is two sided. 
